
Vibration…

It is also an everyday 
phenomenon we 

meet on everyday life



Vibration …
Useful Vibration Harmful vibration

Noise

Destruction

Compressor

Ultrasonic 
cleaning

Testing

Wear

Fatigue



Vibrations

Free Forced

Undamped Damped Undamped Damped



Undamped Free Vibrations of 

Single Degree of Freedom Systems

Single Degree of Freedom System: 

System with one mass or inertia





Simple Harmonic Motion



What is periodic motion?

 Examples:

 Mass on a spring  Pendulum

What do they both have in 
common?



What is vibration?

 Vibrations are oscillations of a system about an equilbrium position.



Equilibrium and SHM

 At equilibrium, net force is zero.

 The acceleration is also zero at 
equilibrium.

 Where does this happen for:

 A pendulum?

 A mass on a spring?

 The graph on the right?



SHM is like Waves

The amplitude, A, of a wave is the same as 
the displacement , x, of a spring. Both are in 

meters.

Crest

Trough

Equilibrium Line

Period, T, is the time for one revolution 
or in the case of springs the time for 
ONE COMPLETE oscillation (One 
crest and trough). Oscillations could 
also be called vibrations and cycles. 



SHM and Uniform Circular Motion

 Springs and Waves 
behave very similar to 
objects that move in 
circles.

 The radius of the circle 
is symbolic of the 
displacement, x, of a 
spring or the amplitude, 
A, of a wave. 

circlewavespring rAx 



Frequency and Period

 Frequency (f)

 The number of cycles completed in a 
period of time.

 Total cycles/total time

 Units: Hertz (Hz)

Hz = 1/sec

 Period (T)

 The time to complete one cycle.

 Total time/total cycles

 Units: seconds
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Damped Harmonic Motion

 SHM

 Motion is continuous.

 DHM

 Motion slows to a stop over time.

 The amplitude of motion decreases 
with time.



Combinations of Springs

Parallel
 Stiffer system

 Add to get equivalent

Series
 Less stiff system

 1/K = 1/K + 1/K

Two springs are combined.  The spring constants of each are

100 N/kg and 200 N/kg, respectively.  What is the equivalent spring constant 

when combined in series? in parallel?



Free vibration 
When a system is initially disturbed by a 

displacement, velocity or acceleration, the system 
begins to vibrate with a constant amplitude and 
frequency depend on its stiffness and mass.

 This frequency is called as natural frequency, and 
the form of the vibration is called as mode shapes



The system is said to have a single degree-of-freedom, 
because it has only one mass and the variable x(t) is enough to 
describe the motion.

Equation of Motion:

Or, in another form:

Example 1: Spring-Mass System



Simple Pendulum (Approximate Solution)

• Results obtained for the spring-mass system can be 
applied whenever the resultant force on a particle is 

proportional to the displacement and directed towards 
the equilibrium position.

for small angles, 
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• Consider tangential components of acceleration and 
force for a simple pendulum,
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The system is again said to have a single degree-of-freedom, 
because it has only one inertia (and mass) and the variable (t) 
is enough to describe the motion.

Equation of Motion:

Or, in another form:

Example 2: Compound Pendulum



L = Length, m = mass



The system is said to have a single degree-of-freedom, 
because it has only one moment of inertia and the variable (t) 
is enough to describe the motion.

Equation of Motion:

Or, in another form:

Example 3: Shaft and Disk







Vibration parameters

All mechanical 
systems can be 

modeled by 
containing three basic 

components:

spring, damper, mass

When these components are subjected to constant 
force, they react with a constant

displacement, velocity and acceleration



Sample Problem

A 50-kg block moves between vertical 
guides as shown.  The block is pulled 

40mm down from its equilibrium position 
and released.

For each spring arrangement, determine 
a)  the period of the vibration, b) the 

maximum velocity of the block, and c) the 
maximum acceleration of the block.

SOLUTION:

• For each spring arrangement, determine 
the spring constant for a single equivalent 

spring.

• Apply the approximate relations for the 
harmonic motion of a spring-mass 

system.



Sample Problem

mkN6mkN4 21  kk
SOLUTION:

• Springs in parallel:

- determine the spring constant for equivalent spring
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- apply the approximate relations for the harmonic 
motion of a spring-mass system
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srad14.14
kg20

N/m104





s 444.0n

  srad 4.141m 040.0
 nmm xv 

sm566.0mv

2sm00.8ma  2
2

srad 4.141m 040.0

 nmm axa



Sample Problem

mkN6mkN4 21  kk
• Springs in series:

- determine the spring constant for equivalent spring

- apply the approximate relations for the harmonic 
motion of a spring-mass system
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srad93.6
kg20

400N/m2





s 907.0n

  srad .936m 040.0
 nmm xv 

sm277.0mv

2sm920.1ma  2
2

srad .936m 040.0

 nmm axa
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SDOF systems

 Springs in combinations: 

Parallel combination
Series combination



Equation of Motion:

Or, in another form:

Damped Free Vibrations of 

Single Degree of Freedom Systems

A Single Degree of Freedom System with Viscous Damping: 























The moments of inertia of a plane area A about the x- and y-axes



MASS MOMENTS OF INERTIA ABOUT AN AXIS



If the density is constant throughout the body, the moment of inertia becomes



Mass Moment of Inertia

M = Iα

We define the moment of inertia as the integral of the “second moment” about an axis of all
the elements of mass dm which compose the body

Here the “moment arm” r is the perpendicular distance from the z axis to the
arbitrary element dm. Since the formulation involves r, the value of I is
different for each axis about which it is computed.

In the special case of ρ being a constant, this term may be factored out of
the integral, and the integration is then purely a function of geometry





Example: Determine the moment of inertia of the cylinder shown in Figure about the z
axis. The density of the material, r, is constant.



This problem can be solved using the shell element in Figure and a single integration

dV = (2πr)(h) dr

dm = rdV = r(2 π hr dr)



Example: If the density of the material is 5 slug/𝑓𝑡 , determine the moment of inertia of the 
solid in Figure about the y axis.

Disk Element: The moment of inertia will be found using a disk element



Disk Element. The moment of inertia will be found using a disk element, as shown in
Figure. Here the element intersects the curve at the arbitrary point (x,y) and has a mass

Although all portions of the element are not located at the same distance from the y axis, it is
still possible to determine the moment of inertia dIy of the element about the y axis. In the
preceding example it was shown that the moment of inertia of a cylinder about its

longitudinal axis is I = , where m and R are the mass and radius of the cylinder. Since

the height is not involved in this formula, the disk itself can be thought of as a cylinder.
Thus, for the disk element in Figure, we have

Substituting x = , r = 5 slug/ , and integrating with respect to y, from y = 0 to y = 1 ft, 
yields the moment of inertia for the entire solid.



If the moment of inertia of the body about an axis passing through the body’s mass
center is known, then the moment of inertia about any other parallel axis can be
determined by using the parallel-axis theorem.

Parallel-Axis Theorem.



 Since 𝟐 𝟐+ 𝟐, the first integral represents 𝑮

 The second integral equals zero, since the z axis passes through the body’s mass

 The third integral represents the total mass m of the body. Hence, the moment of 
inertia about the z axis can be written as



Occasionally, the moment of inertia of a body about a specified axis is reported in and
books using the radius of gyration, k. This is a geometrical property which has units of
length. When it and the body’s mass m are known, the body’s moment of inertia is
determined from the equation

Radius of Gyration

Note the similarity between the definition of k in this formula and r in the equation 
dI = dm, which defines the moment of inertia of an elemental mass dm of the 
body about an axis.







Composite Bodies

















سوال
سري؟ يا هستند موازي فنرها



The work done by the spring force as its point of application
moves from a position described by x1 to a position described by x2

is F = kx

A potential energy function can be defined for a spring as

where x is the change in the length of the spring from its unstretched length.

A linear torsional spring has a relationship between an applied moment M and the angular displacement 
θ of

where the torsional stiffness kt has dimensions of force times length. The potential energy function 
for a torsional spring is





The work done by a viscous damper between the initial position is described by x 0 and an arbitrary 
position

The work done by discrete viscous dampers in a SDOF system is the sum of the work done by
individual dampers. For a SDOF system, the displacement of all particles is inematically
related. In a system with n viscous dampers, the displacement of the ith viscous damper is
related to the generalized coordinate by . The total work done by the viscous dampers
is

Now that the integrals all have the same variable of integration and limits, the order of summation and 
integration are interchanged to yield



If an angular coordinate θ is used as a generalized coordinate, Equation (2.47) is modified as



Replace the system of springs by (a) a single spring of equivalent stiffness when x is
the displacement of the block of mass 2 kg and is used as the generalized coordinate
and (b) a spring of an equivalent torsional stiffness when the clockwise angular
rotation of the disk is used as the generalized coordinate.



The system of Figure moves in a horizontal plane.
(a) Determine the equivalent viscous-damping coefficient for the system if x is the displacement
of the 2 kg block and is used as the generalized coordinate.
(b) Determine the equivalent, torsional viscous-damping coefficient θ if the clockwise
angular displacement of the disk is used as the generalized coordinate.



(a) Using kinematics, it is found that the relation between the downward displacement of the 2 kg

block x and the upward displacement of the 1 kg block y is y= x Calculating the work done by the

viscous dampers as the system moves between the initial position and an arbitrary position, we have

Thus, ceq=1100 N.s/m

(b) Kinematics is used to determine that x=rθ and y= rθ where r=0.1 m. Calculating the work done 

by the viscous dampers as the system moves from an initial position to an arbitrary position, we have

Ct,eq=11 N.m.s/rad



:سيكل
 عادل،ت وضعيت به برگشت جهت، يك در نهايي وضعيت تا تعادل وضعيت از نوساني جسم يك حركت
 مي كلسي را تعادل وضعيت به محدد برگشت و ديگر جهت در نهايي وضعيت تا تعادل وضعيت از حركت
.گويند

 يم را است شده حاصل جسم طبيعي فركانس اثر در كه ارتعاشي مود شكل از نمونه دو زير اشكال در
.بينيد



:موج دامنه
 خاص، محيط يك در .آيد مي دست به موج خاص شكل از گيري اندازه با معموالً موج دامنه

 مي دهنامي موج دامنه كند، مي ارتعاش آن حول معموالً  كه اي نقطه از ذره جابجايي بيشترين
 خط( مركزي خط از دره يا قله يك فاصله كه گفت توان مي نيز موج شكل روي از .شود

.دارد نام  موج دامنه ) ذره سكون



موج فركانس
Hzهرتز آن واحد و شود مي انجام زمان واحد هر در موج توسط كه است نوساناتي تعداد موج، فركانس

:دهيم مي نشان را آن f با و است
  

f = نوسان براي الزم زمان / نوسانات تعداد



:موج تناوب دوره
 شود، تكرار پيوسته طور به چيزي يا اتفاقي اگر كه است مشخص تناوب كلمه خود از

 و كند طي را كامل چرخه يك عمل اين كشد مي طول كه زماني و است تناوبي يعني
 مدت است؛ طور همين هم موج مورد در .دارد نام تناوب زمان شود، تكرار نو از دوباره
 و دارد نام تناوب دوره كند، كامل را خود ارتعاشي چرخه موج كشد مي طول كه زماني
.است زمان جنس از هم آن واحد

ت زماني كه مد. در شكل باال مي بينيد كه حركت در امتداد يك خط مستقيم نيست بلكه به صورت منحني قرمز رنگ است
گر برسد و ذره اي دلخواه در اين شكل شروع به باال و پايين رفتن مي كند تا از يك قله به قله ديگر يا از يك دره به دره دي

.يك دور كامل حركت موجي را طي كند، زمان تناوب موج ناميده مي شود

رابطه زمان تناوب و فركانس



موج طول
 .امندن مي موج طول را دره يا قله يك مجاور نقاط ترين نزديك بين فاصله موجي، فيزيك در

 واحد .دارد وجود فضا در شده منتشر موجي هاي   چرخه بين كه است اي فاصله همان اين
.باشد آنگستروم و متر ميلي متر، سانتي حسب بر طول جنس از تواند مي هم موج طول



Natural frequency:
If a system, after an initial disturbance, is left to vibrate on its own, the frequency

with which it oscillates without external forces is known as its natural frequency. As
will be seen later, a vibratory system having n degrees of freedom will have, in
general, n distinct natural frequencies of vibration.

:طبيعي فركانس
 را آن كتحر فركانس درآيد، نوسان به خارجي نيروهاي دخالت بدون اوليه آشفتگي از پس سيستم، يك اگر

 .اشدب مي طبيعي بسامد يك داراي )جرم( آزادي درجه هر ازاي به سيستم يك .گويند مي طبيعي فركانس
.بود خواهد مختلف طبيعي بسامد N داراي كلي بطور آزادي درجه N با نوساني سيستم يك بنابراين

)بسامد ( فركانس 
:بنابراين. نمايش مي دهندfتعداد سيكل ها در زمان واحد را فركانس نوسان مي گويند و با

.مي باشند (Hz)و هرتز (Rad/S)به ترتيب بر حسب راديان بر ثانيهfوω كميت هاي



 بيشينه با نوسان به سيستم تمايل از است عبارت  تشديد  يا  رزونانس  يا  بازآوايي  ،فيزيك  در
 چنين در .گويند  تشديد فركانس  يا  رزونانس فركانس  آنها به كه خاص  فركانس هايي  در دامنه

 اوبمتن و كوچك نيرويي نتيجه در و مي شود ذخيره جسم در ارتعاشي انرژي فركانس هايي
 د،باش سازنده موج دو نهي برهم اگر .شود بزرگ دامنه با نوساني حركتي باعث مي تواند
شود مي ايجاد تشديد

تشديد  يا رزونانس







آزاد ارتعاش
Free»آزاد ارتعاش« Vibration يك آن، در كه مي شود گفته پديده اي به 

 نوع اين در .كند نوسان ،متغير خارجي نيروي  از تاثير پذيري بدون سيستم
 ادايج آن در را اوليه اي جابجايي سيستم، در شده ذخيره نيروي ارتعاش، از

 كاكاصط بدون محيطي در كه بگيريد نظر در را فنري و جرم مثال .مي كند
 كردن اره سپس و اندك ميزاني به سيستم كردن جابجا با .است گرفته قرار
.كرد خواهد نوسان به شروع جرم آن،





اجباري ارتعاش
 ارجي،خ متغير نيروي يك تحت سيستم، آن در كه مي شود اتالق ارتعاشي به

 ارائه ار مفهوم اين از بيشتري توضيح آمده، ادامه در كه مثالي .مي كند نوسان
 رويني هيچ مي كند نوسان گرانش نيروي تحت پاندول يك كه زماني .مي دهد
 به ضربه اي سيستم، نوسان هر در اگر اما .نمي شود وارد آن به متغيري خارجي

.بود خواهد اجباري نوع از نظر مد ارتعاش بزنيم، آن





Beats:
تپش

When two harmonic motions, with frequencies close to one another, are added, 
the resulting motion exhibits a phenomenon known as beats. For example, if

where is a small quantity, the addition of these motions yields

Whenever the amplitude reaches a maximum, it is called a beat.





.بيابيد xجرم و فنر معادل سيستم زير را متناسب با مختصات 



Free Vibration of an undamped translational System

Principle of Virtual Displacements
اصل جابه جايي مجازي



The constants 𝑪𝟏and 𝑪𝟐 or 𝑨𝟏 and 𝑨𝟐 can be determined from the initial conditions of the 
system.

Note that the number of conditions to be specified is the same as the order of the governing
differential equation.

=

=

𝐶 cos𝜔 𝑡 + 𝑖sin𝜔 𝑡 + 𝐶 cos𝜔 𝑡 − 𝑖sin𝜔 𝑡

= 𝐶 + 𝐶 cos𝜔 𝑡 + 𝑖 𝐶 − 𝐶 sin𝜔 𝑡 = 𝐴 cos𝜔 𝑡 + 𝐴 sin𝜔 𝑡
𝐴 = 𝐶 + 𝐶

𝐴 = 𝑖 𝐶 − 𝐶



This equation can be expressed in a different form by introducing the notation





Note the following aspects of the spring-mass system:

1. If the spring-mass system is in a vertical position, the circular natural frequency can be 
expressed as



Note the following aspects of the spring-mass system:

If the initial displacement 𝒙𝟎 is zero

If the initial velocity is zero



Note the following aspects of the spring-mass system:



The response of a single-degree-of-freedom system can be represented in the displacement
(x)-velocity plane, known as the state space or phase plane.

Note the following aspects of the spring-mass system:



 The radius of the circle, A, is determined by the initial conditions of motion.



Example هفنر به شرايط اولي-پاسخ سيستم جرم





Example:







The initial conditions of the problem can be stated as

principle of conservation of momentum:



Free Vibration of an undamped torsional System

The polar mass moment of inertia of a disc is given by





The general solution of Eq. can be obtained



We assume small angular displacements

Example:



Example: Effect of mass on 𝒏 of a Spring

To find the effect of the mass of the spring on the natural frequency of the spring-mass system,
we add the kinetic energy of the system to that of the attached mass and use the energy method to
determine the natural frequency. Let l be the total length of the spring. If x denotes the
displacement of the lower end of the spring (or mass m), the displacement at distance y from the
support is given by y(x/l). Similarly, if �̇� denotes the velocity of the mass m, the velocity of a

spring element located at distance y from the support is given by y(
�̇�

𝒍
). The kinetic energy of the

spring element of length dy is



where 𝑚 is the mass of the spring. The total kinetic energy of the system can be expressed as

T = kinetic energy of mass (𝑇 )+ kinetic energy of spring (𝑇 )

The total potential energy of the system is given by



By assuming a harmonic motion

where X is the maximum displacement of the mass and 𝒏 is the natural frequency, 
the maximum kinetic and potential energies can be expressed as

By equating 𝒎𝒂𝒙 and 𝒎𝒂𝒙, we obtain the expression for the natural frequency:

𝒏 𝒏t



Example: Find the natural frequency of transverse vibration of the water tank by 
including the mass of the column.

The static deflection of a cantilever beam under a concentrated end load is given by

The maximum kinetic energy of the beam itself ( 𝒎𝒂𝒙) is given by

where m is the total mass and (m/l) is the mass per unit length of the beam. Equation 
(E.1) can be used to express the velocity variation, (x), as



If denotes the equivalent mass of the cantilever (water tank) at the free end, its 
maximum kinetic energy can be expressed as

Thus the total effective mass acting at the end of the cantilever beam is given by

where M is the mass of the water tank. The natural frequency of transverse vibration of the water 
tank is given by



ميرايي
.كند مي تبديل گرما به را جنبشي انرژي كه است عاملي

 مي زمان حسب بر ارتعاش دامنه كاهش باعث كه عاملي عبارتي به يا
.گردد

  تاً نسب ميرايي داراي كه موادي .دارند ميرايي هم فلزات حتي مواد تمامي
.شوند مي استفاده ارتعاشات كنترل جهت هستند، زيادي



Free Vibration with Viscous Damping





Critical Damping Constant and the Damping Ratio

The damping ratio



Underdamped system



Underdamped system



Underdamped system



frequency of damped vibration.
 It can be seen that the frequency of damped vibration is always less than the undamped

natural frequency.

Variation of with damping.

Underdamped system



Underdamped system



Critically damped system



Critically damped system



Overdamped system















The parameters of a single-degree-of-freedom system are given by m = 1 kg, c = 5 N-
s/m, and k = 16 N/m. Find the response of the system for the following initial
conditions:

𝑐 = 2 𝑚𝑘 = 2 1 × 16 = 8   𝑁 − 𝑠 𝑚⁄

𝜁 =
𝑐

𝑐
=

5

8
= 0.625 ≺ 1 → 𝑼𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝



 

𝜙  

 









logarithmic decrement



For small damping





Energy Dissipated in Viscous Damping-انرژي اتالفي در ميران ويسكوز

In a viscously damped system, the rate of change of energy with time (dW/dt) is given by

𝑾 = 𝑭Δ𝒙 →
𝒅𝑾

𝒅𝒕
= 𝑭

𝒅( 𝒙)

𝒅𝒕
=Fv







specific damping capacity

Fraction of the total energy of the vibrating system that is dissipated in each 
cycle of motion.



Torsional Systems with Viscous Damping



Example: The anvil of a forging hammer weighs 5000 N and is mounted on a foundation
that has a stiffness of 5˟𝟏𝟎𝟔 N/m and a viscous damping constant of 10,000 N-s/m. During
a particular forging operation, the tup (i.e., the falling weight or the hammer), weighing
1000 N, is made to fall from a height of 2 m onto the anvil. If the anvil is at rest before
impact by the tup, determine the response of the anvil after the impact. Assume that the
coefficient of restitution between the anvil and the tup is 0.4.



The principle of conservation of momentum



The definition of the coefficient of restitution (r) yields:

Thus the initial conditions of the anvil are given by





Example 
Shock absorber for a motorcycle

An underdamped shock absorber is to be designed for a motorcycle of mass 200 kg
(Figure). When the shock absorber is subjected to an initial vertical velocity due to a road
bump, the resulting displacement-time curve is to be as indicated in Fig. (b). Find the
necessary stiffness and damping constants of the shock absorber if the damped period of
vibration is to be 2 s and the amplitude x1 is to be reduced to one-fourth in one half cycle
(i.e., x1.5 =x1/4). Also find the minimum initial velocity that leads to a maximum
displacement of 250 mm.



Approach: We use the equation for the logarithmic decrement in terms of the damping ratio,
equation for the damped period of vibration, time corresponding to maximum displacement for an
underdamped system, and envelope passing through the maximum points of an underdamped system.







Example: analysis of Cannon

The schematic diagram of a large cannon is shown in Figure. When the gun is fired,
highpressure gases accelerate the projectile inside the barrel to a very high velocity. The
reaction force pushes the gun barrel in the direction opposite that of the projectile. Since it
is desirable to bring the gun barrel to rest in the shortest time without oscillation, it is made
to translate backward against a critically damped spring-damper system called the recoil
mechanism. In a particular case, the gun barrel and the recoil mechanism have a mass of
500 kg with a recoil spring of stiffness 10,000 N/m. The gun recoils 0.4 m upon firing.
Find:
(1) the critical damping coefficient of the damper,
(2) the initial recoil velocity of the gun, and
(3) the time taken by the gun to return to a position 0.1 m from its initial position.







Free Vibration with Coulomb Damping

When x is positive and dx/dt is positive or when x is negative and dx/dt is positive

When x is positive and dx/dt is negative or when x is negative and dx/dt is negative



When x is positive and dx/dt is positive or when x is negative and dx/dt is positive

When x is positive and dx/dt is negative or when x is negative and dx/dt is negative

حل عموميحل خصوصي







Thus the number of half cycles (r) that elapse before the motion ceases is given by



Motion of the mass with Coulomb damping.



Note the following characteristics of a system with Coulomb damping:

1. The equation of motion is nonlinear with Coulomb damping, whereas it is linear with
viscous damping.

2. The natural frequency of the system is unaltered with the addition of Coulomb damping,
whereas it is reduced with the addition of viscous damping.

6. In each successive cycle, the amplitude of motion is reduced by the amount
𝟒𝝁𝑵

𝒌
, so the

amplitudes at the end of any two consecutive cycles are related:

3. The motion is periodic with Coulomb damping, whereas it can be nonperiodic in a viscously
damped (overdamped) system.

4. The system comes to rest after some time with Coulomb damping, whereas the motion
theoretically continues forever (perhaps with an infinitesimally small amplitude) with viscous
and hysteresis damping.

5. The amplitude reduces linearly with Coulomb damping, whereas it reduces exponentially
with viscous damping.



As the amplitude is reduced by an amount
𝟒𝝁𝑵

𝒌
in one cycle (i.e., in time

𝟐𝝅

𝝎𝒏
),

the slope of the enveloping straight lines (shown dotted) in Figure is

The final position of the mass is usually displaced from equilibrium (x = 0) position
and represents a permanent displacement in which the friction force is locked. light
tapping will usually make the mass come to its equilibrium position.



Torsional Systems with Coulomb Damping



Example 
Coefficient of Friction from measured positions of mass

A metal block, placed on a rough surface, is attached to a spring and is given an initial
displacement of 10 cm from its equilibrium position. After five cycles of oscillation in 2s,
the final position of the metal block is found to be 1 cm from its equilibrium position. Find
the coefficient of friction between the surface and the metal block.



Example
Pulley Subjected to Coulomb Damping

A steel shaft of length 1 m and diameter 50 mm is fixed at one end and carries a pulley of
mass moment of inertia 25 kg- at the other end. A band brake exerts a constant
frictional torque of 400 N-m around the circumference of the pulley. If the pulley is
displaced by 6° and released, determine
(1) the number of cycles before the pulley comes to rest
(2) the final settling position of the pulley.



and T = constant friction torque applied to the pulley = 400 N-m. Equation (E.1) gives

 Thus the motion ceases after six half cycles.





Free Vibration with hysteretic Damping





The area of the loop denotes the energy dissipated by the damper in a cycle 
of motion

where h is called the hysteresis damping constant





Complex Stiffness

is called the complex stiffness of the

system and = is a constant

indicating a dimensionless measure of
damping.



Response of the System with hysteretic Damping

Response of a hysteretically damped system.



Multiplication of Eqs. (2.151) and (2.152) gives

The hysteresis logarithmic decrement can be defined as





Example
estimation of hysteretic Damping Constant

The experimental measurements on a structure gave the force-deflection data shown in
Figure From this data, estimate the hysteretic damping constant and the logarithmic
decrement δ.



Approach: We equate the energy dissipated in a cycle (area enclosed by the hysteresis loop) 
to W





Example
Eesponse of a hysteretically Damped bridge Structure







Chapter 3: Harmonically Excited Vibration
ارتعاشات واداشته هارمونيكي: ٣فصل 

Under a harmonic excitation, the response of the system will also be harmonic.

F(t) = F0ei(ωt + ϕ) or F(t) = F0 cos( t + ) or F(t) = F0 sin( t + ) , where F0 is the 
amplitude, is the frequency, and is the phase angle of the harmonic excitation.
The value of depends on the value of F(t) at t = 0 and is usually taken to be zero.



If the frequency of excitation coincides with the natural frequency of the system, the response will be 
very large. This condition, known as resonance, is to be avoided to prevent failure of the system.



Since this equation is nonhomogeneous, its general solution x(t) is given by the 
sum of the homogeneous solution, (t), and the particular solution, (t). 
The homogeneous solution (transient response), which is the solution of the 
homogeneous equation

 لح به معادله عمومي حل لذا .رود مي بين از زمان طول در )گذرا پاسخ( سيستم آزاد ارتعاشات
  .شود مي تبديل آن خصوصي

.دهد مي نشان را پايدار ارتعاشات خصوصي حل

.گويند مي گذرا حركت رود، مي بين از ميرايي اثر بر كه را آزاد ارتعاشات

This free vibration dies out with time under each of the three possible conditions of
damping (underdamping, critical damping, and overdamping) and under all
possible initial conditions.

The steady-state motion is present as long as the forcing function is present.



It can be seen that xh(t) dies out and x(t) becomes xp(t) after some time (τ).

The part of the motion that dies out due to damping (the free-vibration part) is called transient.

The rate at which the
transient motion decays
depends on the values
of the system
parameters k, c, and m.



Response of an undamped system under harmonic force
پاسخ يك سيستم ناميرا تحت بار هارمونيك

0

The homogeneous solution of this equation is given by



نيز هارمونيكي  (t)هارمونيكي است،حل خصوصي  F(t)چون نيروي برانگيزش 
.است و فركانس آن مانند فركانس نيروي برانگيزش است

where X is an constant that denotes the maximum amplitude of 𝒑(t) 

where denotes the deflection of the mass under a force and is sometimes

called static deflection because is a constant (static) force.



The total solution



دامنه ناميده  نسبت دامنه ديناميكي به دامنه استاتيكي، ضريب بزرگنمايي يا نسبت
.مي شود



r ودنسبت فركانس ناميده مي ش.





The response is said to be 180° out 
of phase with the external force.



∞, X 0. Thus the response of the system to a harmonic force of very high

frequency is close to zero.



Rewrite this Eq. as



.به صورت نامحدود افزايش مي يابد x(t)با توجه به پاسخ سيستم مي توان دريافت كه 

.دامنه به صورت خطي افزايش مي يابد



Total response



The forcing frequency is smaller than the natural frequency.

Total response



The forcing frequency is greater than the natural frequency.

Total response



Total response



Beating phenomenon-پديده ضربان

 باشند، برابر مه با تقريباً  سيستم يك طبيعي فركانس و برانگيزش فركانس اگر
.دهد رخ ضربان پديده است ممكن

.ندك مي پيدا كاهش و افزايش منظم صورت به نوسان دامنه ضربان، پديده در

If the forcing frequency is close to, but not exactly equal to, the natural frequency of the
system, a phenomenon known as beating may occur. In this kind of vibration, the
amplitude builds up and then diminishes in a regular pattern.



If the initial conditions are taken as



Let the forcing frequency ω be slightly less than the natural frequency:

where ε is a small positive quantity. Then ω ω and



 آن تناوب دوره يعني كند، مي تغيير آهسته  sin(εt) تابع است كوچك ε چون
ε

 

 متغير دامنه و  تناوب دوره با نوساني حركت يك باال معادله بنابراين .است بزرگ
:است زير

The amplitude builds up and dies down continuously.

.كند مي پيدا كاهش و افزايش منظم صورت به نوسان دامنه ضربان، پديده در



ضربان تناوب دوره

ضربان فركانس







Since the amplitude of vibration is known to be 0.2 m:





Response of a damped system under harmonic force
تحت نيروي هارمونيك پاسخ يك سيستم ميرا

The particular solution of this Eq. is also expected to be harmonic; we 
assume it in the form

X and ϕ denote the amplitude and phase angle of the response, respectively.



The coefficients of cos(ωt) and sin(ωt) on both sides of the 
resulting equation,

Dividing both the numerator and denominator of this Eq. by k and making the following substitutions





M= magnification factor, amplification factor, or amplitude ratio

ضريب بزرگنمايي يا نسبت دامنه



Figure 3.10(a) shows typical plots of the forcing function and (steady-state) response. The
various terms of Eq. (3.26) are shown vectorially in Fig. 3.10(b).



M= magnification factor, amplification factor, or amplitude ratio

ضريب بزرگنمايي يا نسبت دامنه



Total response of a damped system under harmonic 
force

تحت نيروي هارمونيك كلي يك سيستم ميرا پاسخ
حل همگن يا حل عمومي حل خصوصي



Example: Total response of a damped system under 
harmonic force





For free vibration, the total response is



Quality factor and bandwidth
ضريب كيفيت و پهناي باند

.گويند مي كيفيت ضريب را تشديد حالت در دامنه نسبت مقدار

𝑸 به بزرگنمايي ضريب ها آن در كه 𝟐 و 𝟏 نقاط

𝟐
.گويند مي توان نيم نقاط را رسد مي 

 𝟐 و 𝟏 نقاط با متناظر هاي فركانس بين اختالف
.گويند مي باند پهناي را

The value of the amplitude ratio at resonance is also called Q factor or quality factor of the system.

The power absorbed (ΔW) by the damper,
responding harmonically at a given frequency, is
proportional to the square of the amplitude.



𝟐 و 𝟏 نقاط كردن پيدا 𝟐 و 𝟏 نقاط كردن پيدا

For small values of 



.كرد استفاده كيفيت ضريب از توان مي ،ويسكوز ميرايي تخمين براي بنابراين



Response of a damped system under F(t)= 𝒏

پاسخ يك سيستم ميرا به ورودي مختلط

By assuming the particular solution





Frequency Response
پاسخ فركانسي

ممعادله باال را به صورت زير بازنويسي مي كني

H(i .پاسخ فركانسي مختلط ناميده مي شود (



If F(t) = 𝟎 𝒏 , the corresponding steady-state solution is 
given by

If F(t) = 𝟎 𝒏 , the corresponding steady-state solution is 
given by



Complex Vector Representation of Harmonic Motion

نمايش برداري حركت هارمونيكي در صفحه مختلط



Response of a damped system under the harmonic motion 
of the base

پاسخ يك سيستم ميرا با حركت هارمونيك پايه

Y





If the harmonic excitation of the base is expressed in complex form as F(t)= 𝟎
𝒊 𝒏𝒕



Force transmitted
نيروي انتقال يافته

where 𝑻 is the amplitude or maximum value of the force transmitted to the base 
given by





Relative motion
حركت نسبي

If z = x - y





Vehicle moving on a rough road
حركت خودرو روي جاده ناهموار





Machine on resilient foundation
ماشين روي تكيه گاه جهنده



The dynamic force amplitude on the base at r = 1 can be found

The amplitude of the relative displacement of the machine at r = 1 can be 
obtained

This is due to the phase differences between x, y, and z.

X = 0.01 m, Y = 0.0025 m, and Z = 0.00968 m



Response of a damped system under rotating 
unbalance

پاسخ سيستم ميرا تحت ناميزاني چرخان

The centrifugal force 
𝒎

𝟐
𝟐







deflection of an electric motor due to rotating unbalanceExample

An electric motor of mass M, mounted on an elastic foundation, is found to vibrate with a deflection of 
0.15 m at resonance. It is known that the unbalanced mass of the motor is 8% of the mass of the rotor 
due to manufacturing tolerances used, and the damping ratio of the foundation is ξ= 0.025. Determine 
the following:
a. the eccentricity or radial location of the unbalanced mass (e),
b. the peak deflection of the motor when the frequency ratio varies from resonance, and
c. the additional mass to be added uniformly to the motor if the deflection of the motor at resonance is to 
be reduced to 0.1 m.



The deflection at resonance (r = 1) is given by

r = 1







Francis Water turbineExample

 و جرم .شود مي C پاياب وارد آنجا از و يابد مي جريان B هاي تيغه داخل به A مجراي از آب
250 ترتيب به توربين، چرخ ناميزاني Kg 5 و kg.mm استاتور و چرخ بين شعاعي لقي .است  
5 mm 600 از توربين سرعت .استrpm 6000 تاrpm قطر است مطلوب .كند مي تغيير 

 كنيد فرض .نكند تغيير استاتور و چرخ بين لقي توربين هاي سرعت تمام در كه طوري به شفت
 رفص ميرايي از .دارد قرار شفت ديگر سر در چرخ و است شده ثابت ياتاقان در شفت سر يك
.كنيد نظر







We find that the amplitude of vibration of the rotating shaft can be
minimized by making r =

𝝎

𝝎𝒏
very large. This means that 𝒏 must be made

small compared to —that is, k must be made small. This can be achieved by
selecting the value of k as 10.04 𝟒 𝟐 N/m. Since the stiffness of a
cantilever beam (shaft) supporting a load (rotor) at the end is given by



forced Vibration with Coulomb damping
حركت واداشته با ميرايي كولمب

مي ارك به وقتي – عالمت و كند مي حركت راست به چپ از جرم كه رود مي كار به وقتي + عالمت باال رابطه در 
.كند مي حركت چپ به راست از جرم كه رود

مقابل در اصطكاك نيروي اگر .بود خواهد ناپيوسته جرم حركت باشد، بزرگ اصطكاك نيروي اگر 𝑭𝟎 كوچك 
.بود خواهد هارمونيكي پايدار حركت داراي سيستم باشد،



If the amplitude of motion is denoted as X, the energy dissipated by the
friction force N in a quarter cycle is NX. Hence in a full cycle, the
energy dissipated by dry-friction damping is given by

Thus the steady-state response is given by

انرژي اتالفي در ميران ويسكوز



The solution of this equation gives the amplitude X as



This equation can be used only if the friction force is small
compared to F0. In fact, the limiting value of the friction force

N can be found. To avoid imaginary values of X, we need to
have

X دهيم مي قرار باال رابطه در را آن بنابراين ايم، كرده محاسبه قبالً را.



This equation shows that tan is a constant for a given value of
> N. is discontinuous at =1 (resonance), since it takes a

positive value for <1 and a negative value for 1.

This equation shows that friction serves to limit the amplitude of forced
vibration for 1. However, at resonance =1, the amplitude becomes

infinite.



The energy directed into the system over one cycle when it is excited
harmonically at resonance is

The energy dissipated from the system is given by

Thus more energy is directed into the system per cycle than is dissipated per 
cycle. This extra energy is used to build up the amplitude of vibration.



For the nonresonant condition =1, the energy input can be found.

Energy input and energy dissipated with Coulomb damping.

Due to the presence of sin in this equation, the input energy curve in is made to
coincide with the dissipated energy curve, so the amplitude is limited. Thus the
phase of the motion can be seen to limit the amplitude of the motion.



Example: spring-mass system with Coulomb damping

A spring-mass system, having a mass of 10 kg and a spring of stiffness of 4000 N/m, vibrates
on a horizontal surface. The coefficient of friction is 0.12. When subjected to a harmonic
force of frequency 2 Hz, the mass is found to vibrate with an amplitude of 40 mm.
 Find the amplitude of the harmonic force applied to the mass.



forced Vibration with hysteresis damping
حركت واداشته با ميرايي پسماند

In contrast to viscous damping, the damping force here can be seen to be a function of the forcing frequency ω.





1. The amplitude ratio
𝑋

𝐹
𝑘

attains its maximum value of  at the resonant

frequency (ω=ω ) in the case of hysteresis damping,
while it occurs at a frequency below resonance
(ω<ω ) in the case of viscous damping.

2. The phase angle 𝜙 has a value of 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝛽) at ω= 0
in the case of hysteresis damping, while it has a value
of zero at ω= 0 in the case of viscous damping.
 This indicates that the response can never be in

phase with the forcing function in the case of
hysteresis damping.



If the harmonic excitation is assumed to be F(t)=

k(1+i ) is called the complex stiffness or complex damping



Forced motion with other types of damping
حركت واداشته با ساير انواع ميرايي

Example: quadratic damping-ميرايي درجه دوم

 معادل وزويسك ميرايي ثابت.گيرد مي قرار دوم درجه ميرايي تحت كند، مي حركت متالطم جريان يك در جسمي وقتي
.بيابيد را

The damping force is assumed to be

where a is a constant, �̇� is the relative velocity across the damper, and the negative (positive) sign must 
be used when �̇� is positive (negative). 

The energy dissipated per cycle during  harmonic motion x(t) = X sin ωt is given by





Self-excitation and stability analysis
خود انگيزش و تحليل پايداري

اميكيدين پايداري داراي سيستم گويند باشد، پايا زمان حسب بر سيستم يك حركت اگر 
  .)است همگرا آن حركت( است

ناميكيدي ناپايداري داراي سيستم گويند يابد، افزايش دائماً زمان حسب بر حركت دامنه اگر 
.)است واگرا آن حركت( است

دشو مي ناپايدار و واگرا آن حركت شود، داده سيستم به خودانگيزش طريق از انرژي اگر.



نويسيم مي را سيستم حركت معادله پايداري، شرايط تعيين براي:







كه اين به توجه با x(t)=C 𝒔𝒕 ،حركت باشند، مثبت و حقيقي 𝟐 و 𝟏 هاي ريشه اگر است 
  .بود خواهند نامتناوب و واگرا

سيستم ناپايداري از جلوگيري براي 𝒄

𝒎
𝒌 و 

𝒎
.باشند مثبت بايد 

مي واگرا حركت باشند، مثبت ها آن حقيقي قسمت و مختلط مزدوج 𝟐 و 𝟏 هاي ريشه اگر 
.شود



 These equations show that for negative p, must be positive and

for positive , must be positive.

 Thus the system will be dynamically stable if c and k are
positive (assuming that m is positive).



instability of spring-supported mass on moving belt
ناپايداري جرم متصل به فنر روي تسمه متحرك

 عتسر حسب بر جنبشي اصطكاك ضريب تغييرات .دارد قرار متحرك تسمه يك روي m جرم
 به توان مي را اصطكاك ضريب PQ خطي ناحيه در .است شده داده نشان شكل در v نسبي

:نوشت زير صورت

𝟎
𝒂

𝑾

 آن تعادل وضع حول را جرم آزاد ارتعاشات نوع .W=mg و است ثابت ضريب يك a آن در كه
.بيابيد



Let the equilibrium position of mass m correspond to an extension of 𝑥 of the spring. Then

where V is the velocity of the belt. If the mass is displaced by a distance x from its equilibrium
position (𝑥 ), the rubbing velocity v is given by



Since the coefficient of �̇� is negative, the motion given will be unstable. The solution of this
equation is given by

As can be seen from this equation, the value of x increases with time. It increases
until either V - = 0 or V + = . After this, the will have a positive slope, and
hence the nature of the motion will be different.



Transfer-function approach

Transfer function Corresponding to a differential equation

Transfer function of a damped single-degree-of-freedom system

The transfer function of the system can be obtained from this equation, by setting x(0)=�̇�(0)= 0, as



1. The transfer function is a property of the system and is unrelated to the input or forcing
function.

2. The transfer function does not provide any information on the physical structure of the
system. In fact, the transfer functions of many physically different systems can be identical.

3. Representation of a dynamic system using the transfer function is very useful in control
theory as well as in vibration testing for measuring the dynamic response and for system
identification. For example, for a system whose parameters such as mass (m), damping
constant (c), and spring stiffness (k) are unknown, the transfer function can be determined
experimentally by measuring the response or output due to a known input. Once the
transfer function is determined, it provides a complete description of the dynamic
characteristics of the system. In vibration testing, the measured vibration response (due to
a known input or forcing function) could be the displacement, velocity or, more
commonly, the acceleration. The transfer function corresponding to the acceleration

response can be defined as the ratio,
( )

( )
, where F(s) is the Laplace transform of the

input and is the Laplace transform of the acceleration.

4. If the transfer function of a system is known, the output or response of the system can be 
found for any type of input.



5. The variable s in the Laplace transform is a complex number and hence the
transfer function will be a complex quantity. The variable s is similar to the
characteristic root s used in representing the solution of a differential equation (see
Eq. (2.61)). By denoting the variable s in the Laplace transform in complex form as;

s=σ+iω
where s and ω denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of s, the complete
analysis
considered in Section 2.8 can be seen to be valid for the variable s of the Laplace
transform as
well.

6. As can be seen from Eq. (3.1), the equation of motion of a vibrating system is in
the time domain. Although the output or response of the system can be found in the
time domain directly as indicated in Section 3.4, sometimes, it is easier to find the
response using the Laplace transform approach. The Laplace transform converts a
linear differential equation into an algebraic expression, which is easier to
manipulate. It transforms functions defined in terms of the independent variable
(such as time) into functions in terms of the complex quantity s as
the independent variable. In order to use the Laplace transform, we need first to
determine the
transfer function of the system.





Solutions using Laplace transforms



٤فصل 
Vibration Under General Forcing Conditions

ارتعاشات تحت شرايط نيرويي كلي

τ تناوب دوره با F(t) خارجي نيروي تحت كه را سيستم يك
 .بگيريد نظر در دارد، قرار 𝟐

:است چنين نيرو براي فوريه سري



Response Under a General periodic Force

Examples of first-order systems.



Consider a spring-damper system subjected to a periodic excitation. The equation of motion 
of the system is given by

where y(t) is the periodic motion (or excitation)
imparted to the system at point A (e.g., by a cam).
If the periodic displacement of point A, y(t), is
expressed in Fourier series. The equation of motion
of the system can be expressed as

where

Response of first-order systems Under a General periodic Force



The equation of motion under the force 𝑩𝒋cos(𝝎𝒋t) can be expressed as

The equation of motion under the force 𝐴 sin(ω t) can be expressed as



It can be seen that the right-hand side of this equation of motion is a constant plus a linear
sum of harmonic (sine and cosine) functions. Using the principle of superposition, the
steady-state solution of this equation can be found by summing the steady-state solutions
corresponding to the individual forcing terms on the right-hand side of this equation.

where

The equation of motion under the force 𝐴 sin(ω t) can be expressed as

in which the steady-state solution of this equation can be assumed in the form

where the magnitude 𝑋 and the phase angle 𝜙 denote the unknown constants to be determined. The
solution in this equation can be expressed as the imaginary part of the following solution in complex
form:



Equation of motion can be expressed with the forcing term in complex form (with the
understanding that weare interested only in the imaginary part of the solution):



This equation can be rewritten as

where



The equation of motion under the force 𝑩𝒋cos(𝝎𝒋t) can be expressed as

By assuming the steady-state solution of this equation in the form

the constants 𝒀𝒋 and 𝜙𝒋 can be determined.

The complete steady-state (or particular) solution of can be expressed as



Note: The total solution is given by the sum of the homogeneous and particular (or steady-state) 
solutions:

The homogeneous solution can be expressed as

where C is an unknown constant to be determined using the initial condition of the system. The 
total solution can be expressed as

When the initial condition x(t =0)=𝒙𝟎 is used, we obtain

which yields



Thus the total solution becomes



Example Response of a First-order system

Determine the response of a spring-damper system, with the equation of motion:



Assume the initial condition as x(t=0)= 0.

We first find the solution of the differential equation by considering one forcing term at a time given
on the right-hand and then adding the solutions to find the total solution. For the constant term, the
equation to be solved is

The solution is

For the cosine term, the equation to be solved is given by

The solution is



Using the steady-state solution

Thus the total particular solution of Eq. (E.1) is given by the sum of the solutions



Forcing function and 
response of the 
system.

 It can be seen that system does not filter the constant term. However, it filters the lower
frequency (cosine term) to some extent and the higher-frequency (sine time) to a larger
extent.



Response of second-order systems Under a General periodic 
Force

Examples of second-order systems.



Response of a second-order system Under periodic Force

Determine the response of a spring-mass-damper system subjected to a periodic force
with the equation of motion. Assume the initial conditions as zero.



The right-hand side of this equation is a constant plus a sum of harmonic
functions. Using the principle of superposition, the steady-state solution is the
sum of the steady-state solutions of the following equations:

The solution is given by



using the results of Section 3.4, we can express the solutions of two other equations, respectively, as

where



Thus the complete steady-state solution is given by

جمله براي فاز و دامنه معادله، اين مطابق j به ام j  دارد بستگي.

هر براي اگرj باشيم داشته j بود خواهد بزرگ نسبتاً آن به مربوط دامنه.
كوچك مقادير براي خصوصاً موضوع اين j  است صادق  و.

افزايش با j، يك اب سيستم پاسخ تعيين براي بنابراين .شود مي تر كوچك دامنه 
.شوند مي گرفته نظر در باال معادله در اول جمله چند فقط معقول، دقت

راگذ حل كلي، پاسخ تعيين براي .دهد مي نشان را پايدار حل فقط باال معادله  
.شود گرفته نظر در بايد نيز )آزاد ارتعاش(



Example periodic Vibration of a hydraulic Valve

In the study of vibrations of valves used in hydraulic control systems, the valve and its
elastic stem are modeled as a damped spring-mass system, as shown in Figure. In addition
to the spring force and damping force, there is a fluid-pressure force on the valve that
changes with the amount of opening or closing of the valve. Find the steady-state response
of the valve when the pressure in the chamber varies as indicated in Figure (b). Assume k =
2500 N/m, c = 10 N-s/m, and m = 0.25 kg.



The valve can be considered as a mass connected to a spring and a damper on one side and subjected 
to a forcing function F(t) on the other side. The forcing function can be expressed as

where A is the cross-sectional area of the chamber, given by

and p(t) is the pressure acting on the valve at any instant t. Since p(t) is periodic with period τ= 2 
seconds and A is a constant, F(t) is also a periodic function of period τ = 2 seconds. The frequency 

of the forcing function is ω = 
𝟐𝝅

𝝉
=π rad/s. F(t) can be expressed in a Fourier series as

Since the function F(t) is given by



The Fourier coefficients aj and bj can be computed



Likewise, we can obtain a4 = a6 = …= b4 = b5 = b6 =…= 0. By considering only the first three
harmonics, the forcing function can be approximated:



The steady-state response of the valve to the forcing function can be expressed as





Example Total response Under harmonic base excitation

Find the total response of a viscously damped single-degree-of-freedom system subjected to
a harmonic base excitation for the following data: m = 10 kg, c = 20 N-s/m, k = 4000 N/m,
y(t)= 0.05 sin 5t m, = 0.02 m, = 10 m/s.



Noting = 0, = c Y, = kY, and = = 0; i = 2, 3, …, the steady-state 
response of the system can be expressed as;



The solution of the homogeneous equation is given by

where X and 𝜙 are unknown constants. The total solution can be expressed as the superposition of
𝑥 𝑡 and 𝑥 (𝑡) as

where the unknowns X and 𝜙 are to be found from the initial conditions. The velocity of the mass can
be expressed as





Response Under a periodic Force of irregular Form
پاسخ يك سيستم به نيروي متناوب نامنظم

 آن براي تحليلي عبارت يك توان نمي و است نامنظم صورت به سيستم بر وارد نيروي گاهي
.داد ارائه



 استفاده باباشند، 𝑵 و ... ،𝟐 ،𝟏 هاي لحظه در F(t) مقدار ترتيب به 𝑵 و ... ،𝟐 ،𝟏 اگر
:داريم اي ذوزنقه قاعده از



Example steady-state Vibration of a hydraulic Valve

Find the steady-state response of the if the pressure fluctuations in the chamber are
found to be periodic. The values of pressure measured at 0.01-second intervals in one
cycle are given below.



Since the pressure fluctuations on the valve are periodic, the Fourier analysis of the given data of
pressures in a cycle gives







Convolution integral
انتگرال كانولوشن

 آن رينت ساده .شود مي حذف سپس و كند مي اثر مشخص زمان مدت يك در نامتناوب برانگيزش نيروي معموالً
 بعد و قبل m جرم سرعت 𝟐 و 𝟏 اگر .)كند مي اثر كوتاه زمان مدت يك در كه نيرويي( است اي ضربه نيروي

:داريم تكانه-ضربه رابطه مطابق باشد، ضربه اعمال از

By designating the magnitude of the impulse F t by we can write, in general,

A unit impulse acting at t = 0 ( ) is defined as



It can be seen that in order for Fdt to have a finite value, F tends to infinity (since 
dt tends to zero).

The unit impulse, =1, acting at t=0, is also denoted by the Dirac delta function as

and the impulse of magnitude , acting at t=0, is denoted as

The unit impulse, , acting at t=0, is also denoted by the Dirac delta function,δ(t). The
Dirac delta function at time = t, denoted as δ(t- ), has the properties

where 0< <∞ . Thus an impulse of magnitude , acting at t = , can be denoted 
as (t)= δ(t- )



Response to an impulse
پاسخ به ضربه

We first consider the response of a single-degree-of-freedom system to an impulse
excitation; this case is important in studying the response under more general excitations.



For an underdamped system, the solution of the equation of motion



If the mass is at rest before the unit impulse is applied (x = = 0 for t <0 or at t = 
), we obtain, from the impulse-momentum relation,

Thus the initial conditions are given by

This equation gives the response of a single-degree-of-freedom
system to a unit impulse, which is also known as the impulse
response function, denoted by g(t).





If the magnitude of the impulse is F instead of unity, the initial 
velocity is F/m and the response of the system becomes



If the impulse F is applied at an arbitrary time t = , it will change the velocity
at t = by an amount F/m. Assuming that x = 0 until the impulse is applied, the
displacement x at any subsequent time t, caused by a change in the velocity at
time , is given by Eq. (4.26) with t replaced by the time elapsed after the
application of the impulse—that is, t - . Thus we obtain





Example Response of a structure Under impact

In the vibration testing of a structure, an impact hammer with a load cell to
measure the impact force is used to cause excitation. Assuming m = 5 kg, k =
2000 N/m, c = 10 N.s/m, and = 20 N.s, find the response of the system.





Response of a structure Under double impactExample
In the vibration testing of a structure, an impact hammer with a load cell to measure the
impact force is used to cause excitation, as shown in Figure. Assuming m = 5 kg, k = 2000 N/m,
c = 10 N-s/m, and 𝑭(t)= = 20 δ(t) + 10 δ(t - 0.2) N, find the response of the system.







 هنگام ورودي به پاسخ يعني( صفر حالت پاسخ محاسبه براي كارآمد و قدرتمند بسيار تكنيك يك كانولوشن،
 و خطي يتخاص كانولوشن، .است ضربه پاسخ از استفاده با دلخواه ورودي هر به سيستم يك )صفر اوليه شرايط
Convolution »كانولوشن انتگرال« درباره آموزش، اين در .دارد برهم نهي يا آثار جمع Integral)( بحث  

.كرد خواهيم
:تبراي درك اين روش، سيستمي را در نظر بگيريد كه با معادله ديفرانسيل زير توصيف شده اس

:سيستم را مي توان به صورت زير محاسبه كرداين   h(t)ضربهپاسخ . استورودي  f(t)خروجي و y(t) كه در آن،

:استروبه رو شكل پاسخ ضربه به صورت 



  كارy(t)  خروجي كردن پيدا باشد، سينوسي يا ضربه پله، مانند شده شناخته سيگنال يك f(t)ورودي گرا
 از ادهاستف با كنيم؟ چه كار بايد خروجي محاسبه براي باشد، پيچيده تر كمي ورودي اگر اما .است آساني

 كانولوشن زا استفاده با واقع، در .كرد تعيين را زير شكل مانند پيچيده تر ورودي هاي پاسخ مي توان كانولوشن،
.كرد محاسبه ضربه پاسخ دانستن با را ورودي سيگنال هر  خروجي مي توان

.فرض كنيد مي خواهيم ورودي زير را به سيستمي اعمال كنيم



ان مي دهيم كه براي درك بهتر نحوه عملكرد كانولوشن، تابع پيوسته باال را به عنوان يك تابع گسسته نش
.شكل زير ورودي گسسته تقريبي را نشان مي دهد. ثانيه از ورودي نمونه برداري شده است ٠.٨هر 



.  ه نشان دادتقريب شكل باال را مي توان يك گام جلوتر برد و هر مستطيل را مطابق شكل زير با يك ضرب
.مساحت هر ضربه، برابر با مساحت مستطيل متناظر است



ه تك تك اصل جمع آثار بيان مي كند كه پاسخ سيستم به رشته اي از ضربه ها برابر با مجموع پاسخ ب
:پاسخ سيستم به هريك از اين ضربه ها در شكل زير قابل مشاهده است. آن ها است









Response to a General Forcing Condition
پاسخ به شرايط نيرويي كلي

Now we consider the response of the system under an arbitrary external force F(t). This force may be
assumed to be made up of a series of impulses of varying magnitude. Assuming that at time τ, the force
F(τ) acts on the system for a short period of time 𝛥τ, the impulse acting at t = τ is given by F(τ)𝛥τ. At any
time t, the elapsed time since the impulse is t-τ, so the response of the system at t due to this impulse
alone is given by Eq. (4.27) with 𝐹= F(τ) 𝛥τ :

The total response at time t can be
found by summing all the responses
due to the elementary impulses acting
at all times 𝜏:

An arbitrary (nonperiodic) forcing function.



Letting 𝛥𝜏⟶0 and replacing the summation by integration, we obtain

the response of an underdamped single-degree-of-freedom system to the arbitrary excitation F(t)

Note that this equation does not consider the effect of initial conditions of the system,
because the mass is assumed to be at rest before the application of the impulse.

The integral is called the convolution or Duhamel integral.



Response to base excitation
پاسخ به تحريك پايه

If a spring-mass-damper system is subjected to an arbitrary base excitation described by its
displacement, velocity, or acceleration, the equation of motion can be expressed in terms
of the relative displacement of the mass z = x - y as follows

z = x - y 

This is similar to the equation



with the variable z replacing x and the term -m�̈� replacing the forcing function F. Hence all of
the results derived for the force-excited system are applicable to the base-excited system also for
z when the term F is replaced by -m�̈�. For an underdamped system subjected to base excitation,
the relative displacement can be found from



Example
Step Force on a Compacting machine

A compacting machine, modeled as a single-degree-of-freedom system, is shown in
Figure. The force acting on the mass m (m includes the masses of the piston, the
platform, and the material being compacted) due to a sudden application of the pressure
can be idealized as a step force, as shown in figure. Determine the response of the
system.



Since the compacting machine is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system, the problem is to find
the response of a damped single-degree-of-freedom system subjected to a step force. By noting that
F(t)=𝐹 , we can write

If the system is undamped (ξ= 0 and ω =ω ), this equation reduces to

Find the response of 𝟎 for this system.





Example
time-delayed step Force

Find the response of the compacting machine shown in Figure when it is subjected to the force
shown in Figure.

Step force applied with a time delay.



Since the forcing function starts at t = t0 instead of at t = 0, the response can be obtained from Eq.
(E.1) of Example 4.9 by replacing t by t - 𝑡 . This gives

Replacing t by t - 𝒕𝟎

If the system is undamped



Example 
rectangular pulse load

If the compacting machine shown in Figure is subjected to a constant force only during the time
0 < t < 𝑡 , determine the response of the machine.



=

Thus the response of the system can be obtained by subtracting

consider the system as undamped



The response is shown in Figure for two different pulse widths of 𝑡 for the following data: m = 100 kg, c
= 50 N-s/m, k = 1200 N/m, and 𝐹 = 100 N. The responses will be different for the two cases 𝑡 > and

𝑡 < , where 𝜏 is the undamped natural time period of the system. If 𝑡 > , the peak will be larger

and occur during the forced-vibration era (i.e., during 0 to 𝑡 ) while the peak will be smaller and occur in
the residual-vibration era (i.e., after 𝑡 ) if 𝑡 < . In Fig. 𝜏 = 1.8138 s and the peak corresponding to

𝑡 = 1.5 s is about six times larger than the one with 𝑡 = 0.1 s.



Example 
Compacting machine Under linear Force

Determine the response of the compacting machine shown in Figure when a linearly varying force is
applied due to the motion of the cam.



The linearly varying force shown in Figure is known as the ramp function. This forcing function can
be represented as F(𝜏) = δF.𝜏, where δF denotes the rate of increase of the force F per unit time. By
substituting this into Eq. (4.31), we obtain

These integrals can be evaluated and the response expressed as follows:

For an undamped system



Example
Blast load on a building Frame

A building frame is modeled as an undamped single-degree-of-freedom system. Find the response
of the frame if it is subjected to a blast loading represented by the triangular pulse shown in
Figure.

The forcing function is given by

Building frame subjected to a 
blast load.



For an undamped system

Response during 0 < t < :



By noting that integration by parts gives

Simplifying this expression, we obtain

Response during t>𝑡 : The upper limit of integration in Eq. (E.3) will be 𝑡 , since F(𝜏) = 0 for 𝜏>𝑡 . Thus 
the response can be found from Eq. (E.7) by setting t = 𝑡 within the square brackets. This results in 



Response during t>𝑡 : The upper limit of integration in Eq. (E.3) will be 𝑡 , since F(𝜏) = 0 for 𝜏>𝑡 . Thus 
the response can be found from Eq. (E.7) by setting t = 𝑡 within the square brackets. This results in 

F(t) 

t
𝒕𝟎

𝑭𝟎

𝟐𝒕𝟎



Response spectrum
طيف پاسخ

 را )طبيعي وبتنا دوره يا( طبيعي فركانس حسب بر آزادي درجه يك با برانگيخته سيستم يك پاسخ ماكزيمم نمودار
.نامند مي پاسخ طيف

 يفط از زلزله مهندسي در .دهد مي نشان را آزادي درجه يك با ممكن هاي سيستم تمام پاسخ ماكزيمم پاسخ، طيف
.شود مي زيادي استفاده پاسخ



Example 
Response spectrum of sinusoidal pulse

Find the undamped response spectrum for the sinusoidal pulse force shown in Fig. 4.15(a) using the
initial conditions x(0)= �̇�(0)= 0.

Approach: Find the response and express its maximum value in terms of its natural time period. The 
equation of motion of an undamped system can be expressed as



The solution can be obtained by superposing the homogeneous solution 𝑥 (t) and the particular
solution 𝑥 (t) as

where A and B are constants and ω is the natural frequency of the system:

Using the initial conditions x(0) = �̇�(0) = 0, we can find the constants A and B as

Thus the solution becomes

which can be rewritten as



This solution is valid only during the period of force application, 0 < t < 𝑡 . Since there is no force
applied for t > 𝑡 , the solution can be expressed as a free-vibration solution:

where the constants 𝐴 and 𝐵 can be found by using the values of x(t = 𝑡 ) and �̇�(t= 𝑡 ) as initial 
conditions for the duration t > 𝑡 . This gives





Laplace transforms
تبديل الپالس

Example
Unit impulse response of a First-order system

Find the solution when the forcing function is a unit impulse at t = 0 and determine the initial and
steady-state values of the response.

Assuming the initial condition to be zero, x(0) = 0,



The inverse Laplace transform gives the steady-state response of the system as

The initial value of the response can be found from the time response, by setting t = 0. This gives

From the solution in Laplace domain, the initial value of the response is given by 
the initial value theorem:

Similarly, from the response in time domain, the steady-state value can be found by taking the limit as 
t⟶∞ . Thus

The steady-state value of the response can be determined using the final value theorem as



Example
response of a First-order system due to ramp Function

Find the solution when the applied force is a ramp function.

where d = Fb, F = 1/c, and b denotes the slope of the ramp. By taking Laplace transform, we obtain

𝟐

Assuming the initial condition to be zero, x(0)= 0;

The inverse Laplace transform gives the steady-state response of the system as



Example 
Unit impulse response of a second-order system

Find the response of an underdamped single-degree-of-freedom system to a unit impulse.

By taking the Laplace transform of both sides, we obtain

Assuming zero initial condition, 𝑥 = �̇� = 0, can be expressed as

We can express the right-hand side of this equation in partial fractions as

where 𝑠 and 𝑠 are the roots of the polynomial equation:



which are given by



By taking the inverse Laplace transform we obtain



Example: Step response of an Underdamped system

Find the response of an underdamped single-degree-of-freedom system to a unit step function.

The equation of motion is given by

By taking the Laplace transform of both sides this equation and assuming zero initial conditions
(𝑥 = �̇� = 0), we obtain

We can express the right-hand side of this equation in partial fractions as

where 𝑠 , 𝑠 , and 𝑠 are the roots of the polynomial equation

which are given by



The constants 𝐶 , 𝐶 , and 𝐶 can be determined as follows. Substituting the values of 𝑠 , 𝑠 , and 𝑠 and 
rearranging the terms leads to



By taking the inverse Laplace transform



Response of an underdamped system subjected to a step force.



C h a p t e r 5
Two-Degree-of- Freedom Systems

سيستم هاي دو درجه آزادي









Equations of motion for Forced Vibration
معادله حركت ارتعاشات واداشته



It can be seen that [m], [c], and [k] are all 2⨯2 matrices whose elements are the known masses, 
damping coefficients, and stiffnesses of the system, respectively.

These matrices can be seen to be symmetric, so that



Free-Vibration analysis of an undamped System
تحليل ارتعاشات آزاد سيستم هاي ناميرا

For the free-vibration analysis of the system shown in Fig., we set 𝑓 (t)=𝑓 (t)=0. Further, if damping is 
disregarded, 𝑐 = 𝑐 =𝑐 = 0



We are interested in knowing whether 𝑚 and 𝑚 can oscillate harmonically with the same frequency
and phase angle but with different amplitudes. Assuming that it is possible to have harmonic motion
of 𝑚 and 𝑚 at the same frequency ω and the same phase angle 𝜙,

where 𝑋 and 𝑋 are constants that denote the maximum amplitudes of 𝑥 (t) and 𝑥 (𝑡), and 𝜙 is the
phase angle. Substituting these equations into equation of motion, we obtain

Since these equations must be satisfied for all values of the time t, the terms between brackets must be 
zero. This yields

which represent two simultaneous homogenous algebraic equations in the unknowns 𝑋 and 𝑋 . It can
be seen that these equations are satisfied by the trivial solution 𝑋 = 𝑋 = 0, which implies that there is
no vibration.



For a nontrivial solution of 𝑋 and 𝑋 , the determinant of the coefficients of 𝑋 and 𝑋 must be zero:

This equation is called the frequency or characteristic equation because its solution yields the 
frequencies or the characteristic values of the system. 

The roots of this equation are given by

This shows that it is possible for the system to have a nontrivial harmonic solution when ω is equal to 
ω and ω given by Eq. (5.10). We call ω and ω the natural frequencies of the system.



The values of 𝑋 and 𝑋 remain to be determined. These values depend on the natural frequencies 

ω and ω . We shall denote the values of 𝑋 and 𝑋 corresponding to ω as 𝑋( )and 𝑋( )and those 

corresponding to ω as 𝑋( )and 𝑋( ).

since equations are homogenous, only the ratios 𝑟 and 𝑟 can be found.

Notice that the two ratios given for each are identical. The normal
modes of vibration corresponding to and can be expressed, respectively, as

The vectors 𝑋( ) and 𝑋( ), which denote the normal modes of vibration, are known as the 

modal vectors of the system. 



The free-vibration solution or the motion in time can be expressed,

x

where the constants ( ), ( ), , and are determined by the initial conditions.



Initial Conditions. As stated earlier, each of the two equations of motion, involves second-
order time derivatives; hence we need to specify two initial conditions for each mass. The
system can be made to vibrate in its ith normal mode (i = 1, 2) by subjecting it to the specific
initial conditions

:اوليه شرط چهار مجموع در
اول جرم حركت دوم درجه معادله براي شرط دو 

دوم جرم حركت دوم درجه معادله براي شرط دو

شوند مي برانگيخته مد دو هر اوليه، شرايط ساير براي.



.شود مي حاصل آمده، دست به متعامد مد دو خطي تركيب از حركت معادله
The resulting motion, can be obtained by a linear superposition of the two normal modes 

where c1 and c2 are constants. Since ( ) t) and ( ) t) already involve the unknown

constants ( ) ( ), we can choose = = 1 with no loss of generality.
xx

where the constants ( ), ( ), , and are determined by the initial conditions.



These equations can be regarded as four algebraic equations in the unknowns 𝑋( ) cos 𝜙 , 𝑋( )cos 𝜙 , 

𝑋
( )sin 𝜙 , and 𝑋( )sin 𝜙 . The solution can be expressed as

from which we obtain the desired solution:



Example
Frequencies of Spring-mass System

Find the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a spring-mass system, which is constrained to move 
in the vertical direction only. Take n = 1.

By assuming harmonic solution as

the frequency equation can be obtained by substituting

The solution of this gives the natural frequencies



The amplitude ratios are given by

The natural modes are given by





 .ماند مي ثابت مياني فنر طول و هستند برابر هم با جرم دو هاي دامنه كند، مي نوسان اول مد در سيستم وقتي
.هستند فاز هم 𝟐 و 𝟏 هاي جرم حركت يعني

 ييعن .هستند مخالف عالمت  با ولي برابر هم با جرم دو هاي دامنه كند، مي نوسان دوم مد در سيستم وقتي
 ساكن مياني فنر وسط نقطه حالت، اين در .دارند فاز اختالف هم با ˚180 اندازه به 𝟐 و 𝟏 هاي جرم حركت

.نامند مي گره را نقطه اين .ماند مي باقي



example 
Initial Conditions to excite Specific mode

شرايط اوليه براي برانگيختن يك مد خاص

Find the initial conditions that need to be applied to the system shown in Fig. so as to make it 
vibrate in (a) the first mode, and (b) the second mode.





a. The first normal mode of the system is given by

Comparison of these equations shows that the motion of the system coincides with the second

normal mode only if 𝑋( )= 0. This implies that



b. The second normal mode of the system is given by

Comparison of these equations shows that the motion of the system coincides with the second

normal mode only if 𝑋( )= 0. This implies that



example
Free-Vibration response of a two-Degree-of-Freedom System

پاسخ ارتعاشات آزاد سيستم دو درجه آزادي

Find the free-vibration response of the system shown in Fig. with
k1 = 30, k2 = 5, k3 = 0,
m1 = 10, m2 = 1,
c1 = c2 = c3 = 0
for the initial conditions
x1(0) = 1,
�̇� (0)=0
x2(0)= �̇� (0)=0.



By setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix in Eq. to zero, we obtain the frequency equation

The substitution of ω = ω  in Eq. leads to 𝑋( )=2𝑋
( ) while ω = ω leads to 𝑋( )=-5𝑋

( )

Thus the normal modes (or eigenvectors) are given by



The free-vibration responses of the masses and are given by

where the constants ( ), ( ), , and are determined by the initial conditions.

By using the given initial conditions, we obtain



Thus the free-vibration responses of 𝑚 and 𝑚 are given by





Torsional system
سيستم هاي پيچشي



For the free-vibration analysis of the system

which upon rearrangement become



Example
Natural Frequencies of a torsional System

Find the natural frequencies and mode shapes for the torsional system shown in Fig. 5.9 for J1 = J0, 
J2 = 2J0, and kt1 = kt2 = kt.

Rearranging and substituting the harmonic solution

gives the frequency equation:



The amplitude ratios are given by

Note: For a two-degree-of-freedom system, the two natural frequencies v1 and v2 are not equal to
either of the natural frequencies of the two single-degree-of-freedom systems constructed from the
same components. In Example 5.4, the single-degree-of-freedom ystems kt1 and J1



Example
natural Frequencies of a marine engine propeller



Coordinate Coupling and principal Coordinates
جفت شدگي مختصات و مختصات اصلي



:برد كار به توان مي را زير مختصات مجموعه
تراش ماشين انتهاي دو براي  و  هاي مكان تغيير -١

θ(t) نادور و ثقل مركز x(t) مكان تغيير -٢

θ(t) نادور و  مكان تغيير -٣

θ(t) دوران و ثقل مركز چپ سمت از e فاصله در P نقطه y(t) مكان تغيير -٤



Equations of Motion Using x(t) and θ(t)

k1l1) اگر .هستند  و x شامل معادالت از يك هر - k2l2) مي مستقل هم از معادله دو اين باشد، صفر برابر 
.شوند

 طور به ماشين ثقل، مركز حول آن دوران يا عمود، امتداد در تراش ماشين تغييرمكان با   k2l2k1l1 اگر 
 دگيش جفت يا االستيكي شدگي جفت را حالت اين .شود مي دوراني و انتقالي نوسان دستخوش همزمان

.گويند مي استاتيكي



Equations of Motion Using y(t) and θ(t).

k1l’1) اگر .هستند  و y شامل معادالت از يك هر - k2l’2) مي مستقل هم از معادله دو اين باشد، صفر برابر 
 مي ماشين ثقل مركز از كه m اينرسي نيروي كند، نوسان y جهت در تراش ماشين اگر حالت اين در .شوند
m گشتاور ايجاد با گذرد، e شود مي دوراني نوسان باعث.  

m نيروي ايجاد با دوراني، نوسان مشابه طور به e امتداد در ماشين نوسان باعث y شود مي.
 



.است استاتيكي شدگي جفت داراي سيستم نباشد، قطري سفتي ماتريس اگر

.است سرعت شدگي جفت يا ميرايي شدگي جفت داراي سيستم نباشد، قطري ميرايي ماتريس اگر

.است ديناميكي شدگي جفت داراي سيستم نباشد، قطري اينرسي ماتريس اگر

.نيست سيستم ذاتي خاصيت يك و دارد بستگي استفاده مورد مختصات به شدگي جفت ماهيت

 و كياستاتي شدگي جفت داراي كه نوشت طوري را معادالت مناسب، مختصات سيستم انتخاب با توان مي
.نامند مي طبيعي مختصات يا اصلي مختصات را مختصات اين .نباشند ديناميكي



Example
principal Coordinates of Spring-mass System

فنر-مختصات اصلي سيتم جرم

The general motion of the system shown in Fig. is given by

We define a new set of coordinates q1(t) and q2(t) such that



Since q1(t) and q2(t) are harmonic functions, their corresponding equations of motion can 
be written as

These equations represent a two-degree-of-freedom system whose natural frequencies are
1 = k/m and 2 = k/m. Because there is neither static nor dynamic coupling in the

equations of motion (E.3), q1(t) and q2(t) are principal coordinates

The solution of these Eqs. gives the principal coordinates:



Example 
Frequencies and modes of a Car





 خود با اً تقريب كوچك زاويه يك تانژانت كه كرد توجه بايد ها گره مكان تعيين براي
  براي ها گره و ثقل مركز بين فاصله زير، هاي شكل به توجه با .است برابر زاويه آن

2.6461- ترتيب به  و  m 0.3061 و m را طبيعي مودهاي ها چين خط( است 
.)دهند مي نشان



Forced-Vibration analysis
)اجباري(تحليل ارتعاشات واداشته 

We shall consider the external forces to be harmonic:

where v is the forcing frequency. We can write the steady-state solutions as

where X1 and X2 are, in general, complex quantities that depend on and the system 
parameters.



We define the mechanical impedance 𝑍 ω as





Example
Steady-State response of Spring-mass System

Find the steady-state response of the system shown in Fig. when the mass m1 is excited by the force
F1(t) = F10 cos ωt. Also, plot its frequency-response curve.







.دارد وجود ازادي درجه دو سيستم اين براي تشديد حالت دو



Semidefinite Systems
سيستم هاي نيمه معين



As stated earlier, this Eq. shows that one of the natural frequencies of the system
is zero, which means that the system is not oscillating. In other words, the system
moves as a whole without any relative motion between the two masses (rigid-
body translation).
Such systems, which have one of the natural frequencies equal to zero, are called
semidefinite systems.

We can verify, by substituting 2 into this Eq., that ( )and ( )are opposite in
phase. There would thus be a node at the middle of the spring.



Example
Free Vibration of an unrestrained System

Find the free-vibration solution of the unrestrained system shown in Fig. 5.17(a) for the following data:
m1 = 1 kg, m2 = 2 kg, k = 200 N/m, x1(0) = 0.1 m, and x2(0) = �̇� (0) = �̇� (0) = 0.



For 1 = 0

where a1 is a constant. For 2 = 17.3205

where a2 is a constant.



The free-vibration solution in each mode can be expressed as

The free-vibration solution for any specified initial conditions can be expressed as a
linear combination of the mode shapes as

The velocities of the masses can be determined by differentiating



Using the given initial conditions

The free-vibration solution can be expressed as

where plus (minus) is to be used when 2 is taken as 0 ( )

Note: It can be seen from these Eqs. that the free-vibration response (or solution)
is composed of a constant (translation) and a harmonic term (vibration).



Self-excitation and Stability analysis
خودانگيزش و تحليل پايداري

When the system is subjected to self-exciting forces, the force terms can be combined with the
damping/stiffness terms, and the resulting equations of motion can be expressed in matrix notation as

By substituting the solution

setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix to zero, we obtain the characteristic
equation of the form

The coefficients a0, a1, a2, a3, and a4 are real numbers, since they are derived from the 
physical parameters of the system. If s1, s2, s3, and s4 denote the roots, we have



The coefficients a0, a1, a2, a3, and a4 are real numbers, since they are derived from the 
physical parameters of the system. If s1, s2, s3, and s4 denote the roots, we have

setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix to zero, we obtain the characteristic
equation of the form



The criterion for stability is that the real parts of si (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) must be negative to avoid
increasing exponentials. Using the properties of a quartic equation, it can be derived that a
necessary and sufficient condition for stability is that all the coefficients of the equation
(a0, a1, a2, a3, and a4 ) be positive and that the condition

A more general technique, which can be used to investigate the stability of an n-degree-of-
freedom system, is known as the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. For the system under
onsideration, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion states that the system will be stable if all the
coefficients a0, a1, c, a4 are positive and the determinants defined below are positive:



transfer-Function approach
رويكرد تابع تبديل

By taking Laplace transforms of Eqs., assuming zero initial conditions, we obtain

These Equations (indicate two simultaneous linear algebraic equations in X1(s) and X2(s). These 
can be solved using Cramer’s rule as





example
Free-Vibration response of an undamped System

Find the free-vibration response of the system shown in Fig. 5.5(a) using Laplace transform
approach for the following data: m1 = 2, m2 = 4, k1 = 8, k2 = 4, k3 = 0, c1 = 0, c2 = 0, c3 = 0. Assume the
initial conditions as x1(0) = 0, x2(0) = 1, and �̇� (0) = �̇� (0) = 0= 0.



Laplace transform 



the solution of Eqs. for X1(s) and X2(s), based on Cramer’s rule, can be expressed as





The inverse Laplace transform



The inverse Laplace transform








